Using adjectives

Grade 2 Adjectives Worksheet

Use the adjectives word bank to complete the sentences.

1. The ___musical___ song played on the radio.

2. I bought five _________ dresses.

3. The parcel that is in the box is _____________.

4. This movie is very _________; I don’t know if I will watch it all.

5. I have broken a glass; the edges are very _____________.

6. This blanket is so __________, I want to put it on my bed.

7. The ____________ cat was looking in the box.

8. The ____________ three stands in the field, all by itself.

9. This is a _____________ task; I can’t do it!

10. My grandmother lives ___________.

Word bank:
long, new, musical, difficult, nosy, sharp, alone, fragile, soft, tall
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Answers

1. The ____musical___ song played on the radio.

2. I bought five ____new____ dresses.

3. The parcel that is in the box is ____fragile____.

4. This movie is very ____long____; I don’t know if I will watch it all.

5. I have broken a glass; the edges are very ____sharp____.

6. This blanket is so ____soft____, I want to put it on my bed.

7. The ____nosy____ cat was looking in the box.

8. The ____tall____ three stands in the field, all by itself.

9. This is a ____difficult____ task; I can’t do it!

10. My grandmother lives ____alone____.